European Astronomical Society Founded
The 12th European Regional Astronomy Meeting of the IAU "European
Astronomers Look to the Future", organized jointly with the Astronomy and
Astrophysics Division of the European
Physical Society, took place from 8 to
11 October 1990 in Davos, Switzerland.
Some 300 astronomers from all over
Europe attended. The scientific programme included presentations on
Neptune, Solar lrradiance Variations,
Supernova 1987A, the Neutral Interstellar Medium in Galaxies, and Prospects
in Cosmology. The status of the astrornetry satellite Hipparcos, of HST,
and of a number of other projects was
discussed. The programme also included thesis presentations, unpublished discoveries, and more than 150
paster papers. Very successful panel
discussions took place on "Cooperation
in Astronomy in the New Europe", and

On 10 October, the European Astronomical Society was founded in
Davos. The idea of an EAS has been
around for a long time, but only during
the last few years have Its form and aims
been more specifically defined. The
constitution of the EAS foresees a society of individual members who will determine its activities and elect Its tenmember Council. The Society aims at
fostering the progress of, and the cooperation in. astronomy in Europe, and at
serving as a forum where specific issues
of common interest may be discussed.

Professor L. Wolfjerannounces the foundation of the European Astronomical Society in mvos,
(Photo:8. Shustov)
Switzerland, on Octob8r 10, 1990.

The constitution foresees that existing
national or language-based societies
can become "affiliated societies" so as
to ensure a smooth and cooperative Interaction with the EAS.
By 25 October, already 681 astronomers had signed up as Founding
Members d the EAS, and an additional
111 persons had announced their intent
to become regular members.

For the coming several months, the
EAS will be run by a small committee
composed of A.A. Boyarchuk, M.C.E.
Huber, J.P. Swings and L. Wokjer
(Chairman). In the meantime, a nominating committee composed of present
and past General Secretaries of the IAU
(chaired by R. West, ESO) is preparing
the nomination of the first Council of the
EAS.
L. WOLTJER

Report on the 12th European Regional Astronomy Meeting
Davos, Switzerland, October 8- 11,1990
When this meeting was planned in
September and October 1989, nobody
could foresee under which totally different conditions it would take place. But
early in the planning state it was clear
that 1990 is really the "Year of Europe"
and no better tlme could be found for
the long planned founding of the European Astronomical Society: Travel restrictions were abolished and many scientists from Eastern states were, after
many years, or even for the first time in
their life, able to travel to Western countries. Above all, younger astronomers
were eager to make use of these new
possibilities.
Within months the organizers of the
conference were swamped with hopeful
applications - and with requests for fi-

nancial help. Travelling was possible.
but the economic situations of many
countries was - and still is so difficult,
that there were no financial means to
make use of the new possibilities. So it
was clear for the Organizing Committee
that its main task was to make available
as much financial support as possible.
This has luckily been possibleto a rather
large amount.
Among the 300 participants were
about 170 from countries of Eastern
Europe. Many were young astronomers
who could for the first time take part in
such a meeting, eager to present their
work to the international community and
to listen with interest to the plans which
were developed in the panel sessions
about the future of European coopera-

-

tion in research in astronomy, A lunchtime excursion under a cloudless sky to
the mountaintop restaurant at Plschahorn and a reception celebrating the
formal founding of the "European Astronomical Society" made informal contacts easy.
In addition to the two Panel Discussions on
- "Cooperation in Astronomy in the
New Europe" and
"Instrumentation beyond the year
2000 (see page 19)
there were reports on the newest developments:
- "Neptune" (A. Brahic, Paris),
"Supernova 1987A (I. Danziger,
€SO,and N. Chugai, Moscow),
"Prospects in Cosmology" (I. Novl-

-

-

kw,Moscow, and M. R w , Cambridge),
'The Neutral Interstellar Medlum In
Galaxies" (R. Genzel, Qarchlng),
Assessments of the satellite projects
Hipparc~~
and Hubble Space Talescope (M.Penyman, ESTEC, and F.
Machetto, STScll),
and, besides more than one hundred
poster presentations, a substantial
number of shorter cammunlc~ions.
U. W. STEINUN,
Astronomisches lnstitut
der Unlvemit1t Basel, Switzerland

New ESO Preprints
(September - November 1990)
Sciwltifk Preprim
725. J. Breysacher and C. Perrisr: Decdlng
of the Ught Changes in WoCWyeI
Mipstng Blnarles: An Application to
HD 5980 in the Smdl Magellanic Cloud.
lnvfted contribution IAU Symposium
No. 143 on "Wow-Rayst Stars and Interactions wlth Ofher Maaslve Stars In
Galaxlesu. Dmpasar (Bali), Indonesia,
June 18-22,1990.
7%. G.Zhao and P.Magain: Abundances of
Neutron Capture Bements in MetalPmr Dwarlt~1. Yttrium and Zirconium.
Astrammy and Astropnfi(es.

-

727. G. Plotto: Propertfes st the GlobuIar
Cluster M w Functions. M. Stfadl1 et
al.: Dlsk-Shtxking and the Mass Fun*
tlon of Globular Clusters.
9. Dfwgovslcl et a]+:Color and FopuIatlon Gradients In Globular Clusters.
S.R. Zaggia et al.: Csntrtll Velocfty 01sperslon M e a s u m t s In M30 and h e
Other Centrally Concentrated GGa.
To appear In Fonnafbn and Evolution
of Star CIUSW( ~ d .K. J8n85). A.S.P.
Conference Sehs, In press (1991).
728. P. londrlltaeta].: .:selpatlonlw& Galaxy
Formation Revisited. M.N,R.RS.
729. 0. MncIvennl et al.: The Young Magellank Cluster NGC 2004. As&nomk:a/
Jaumal,
730. EA. Valentyn: Opaque Spiral Dlsks:
Some Empirloal Facts and Consequences. lnvtted paper p m n t e d at the
IAU Symposium No, fr14: T h e Interstellar Dl&-Halo Connection in Galaxlea. Lalden, the Netherlands, June
1890. To be published in the Con&ence Pmceadlngs. Ed, J.B.G.M.
B l o m n , Kluwer, Dordrecht.
731. J.1. GmzBlez-Senano and E k Valentijn: A Rotation Curve Study of the
Dwsrf Se Galaxy UGC2259.Astronomy
and Astrophysics.
732, 0. getton1 et aI.: Sfellar and Gas
Kinmati& of NGC 4548, the DoubleSpin SBO. M.N.R,RS.
733. R.M. Wssk A Photometric Study of
(2080) Chlron and its Coma Asfronomy
and Astrophysics.
734. R.M. W%st et d.:C~nImlssionnl: P d tions and Motlons of Minor Planets,

Comet8 and Satellites (Pos'Wone et
mouvemems des petites plsdtes, des
com8tes et dm satellttes). To ba published in IAU Transactlms, VoI. XXI A,

1991.
735. A. Bragaglia at 4.:Dwble Degenerates
Among DA Whit0 Dwarfs.Astrophysical
Journal.
738. R. Morganti ei al.: The Nature of the
Optical FHamenCs In Centaurus A: Evldence fw a Beamed Ionizing Cantinuum. #.N.RAS.
737. A, Momti and H. linnecker: Infrared
lmsging Photometry of Binary T Tauri
Stars. Astronomy and Astrophysics.
738. P A Patsis et at.: Self-Consistent Spiral
W a d e Models. A s t m m y and As-

trophyslcs.
739. T. Zwitter et al.: Wlotometry of 55433
and its Imgrticatlon on the Nature of the
System. Astronomy and Astrophysiiw.
740. P. w h e t et d.:The Bolometric L~QM
Curve of SN 198i'A II. Results ffwn
Vlslble and Infrared Spectrophotm,
try. A s t m m y and Astfophysks.
741. H.E. Schwatz: Dtscwery of a Nsbua
Around AS201. Astronomy and Ast w m
742 M. Capaccioii el al.: Empirical Conelatkns Between Globular Ctuster Parameters and Mass Functlon Morphology. Astronomy and Astmphydcs.

Technical Preprid
26, L Noethe: M e d Minimum Energy
Modes far MDdal AcW Optlcs Cormtions of Thin Menlseus M i m . Jouma/
of Modem O p b .

Cooperation in Astronomy in the New Europe
Report on a Panel Discussion at the XI1 ERAM in Davos'.
The initial interest for a discussion on
this theme was much stimulated by the
exceptional attendance from Eastern
Europe. Clearly, the frame of this discussion was shaped by the opportunities offered by the new situation in
the East, as well as by the increasing
interest of the European Community in
fundamental science, mobility and University programmes. Free circulation of
People has now been achieved over
nearly all of Europe (although some visa
limitations still remain in force);English
has emerged as a common language in
astronomy, and while "all astronomers

'

The Panel members wem k Boksenberg (Cambridge), A, Boyarchuk (Moscow), P. h a (Paris), R.
LOst (ESA), G. Settl (Bologna), J. Srnak Warsaw). R.
Weal (ESO). F. Sanchez F~nerlfe)and P.O. Undbtad (Stockhotm) were unableto attend. In thls short
summary. oplnione or w m w t s are not necessarily referred to thelr actual author. The Chalrman (P.
Un4 takes the responelbillty for his summary d the
dlscusslons, Including remarks from the audience.

are born equal", it is only now that equal

programmes, suggesting a goal for the

opportunities progressively become a
reality. It is the responsibility of the astronomical community to recognize its
privileged life and to optimize the use of
Its costly resources in the most efficient
manner, taking into account not only
scientific, but also economic aspects. In
tile USSR, the difficulties related to the
non-convertibility of currency creates
problems, also for remote observatories, but the number of new projects
(Radio-Astron, X- and Gamma-ray, 1.7m EUV Telescope), which are open to
international collaboration, should offer
new opportunities.
The mobilify of people is first addressed as a key Issue in the construction of the new Europe. G.Setti underlines the existence of exchange programmes at the post-doctoral level,
most often bilateral, sometimes within
international agencies (ESA, ESO). He
pleads for a vigorous axtensjon of these

astronomical community of 200 fellows
per year, with a price tag of about 10
MDMlyear. The most likely agent for a
corresponding action is the European
Community, which currently discusses
Its new Science programme (and especially the Llne 6 - Human Resources
and Mobility). One could envisage that
Societies as the newly founded EAS
may become partners of the EEC for
such action. in order to reduce bureaucratic overloads. Exchanges must be
balanced within Europe. To further this
goal, it is suggested to create a llmited
number of focal points in Eastern
Europe, which could channet the International exchanges. Reference is made
to the virtue of a broad post-doc programme In the United States, since no
tenured position Is achieved without
some exposure to mobility and to a context distlnct from the one where the PhD
was prepared.

